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Rapidex English Speaking Course File
A one of its kind bilingual learning course for learning vernacular languages nfrom Hindi and vica-verca
A sequel to the author’s well received book A Practical Course in Spoken English, this comprehensive yet compact book
provides a practical course for enhancing one’s English speaking skills. Divided into six parts and 44 chapters, the book
in Part I—The Knowledge Paradigm: The What and Why of Effective Speaking—discusses, among others, about phonetics
and phonology, the phonemes, and stress and intonation. Part II—The Skill Paradigm A—Public Speaking Skills—covers
such areas as using the 4Rs for effective speaking, combating stage fear, using audio-visual aids, and non-verbal
communication. Part III—The Skill Paradigm B—Communicating with People—deals with such topics as making effective
telephone calls, celebrating teacher’s day, expressing gratitude, participating in group discussions, and participating in
TV/radio debate. Part IV—Further Strengthening Your Communication Skills—is devoted to a study of rein-forcing the
reader’s vocabulary through such means as using phrasal verbs, linking words, consulting the Ready Reference
Wordbook, and frequently used foreign words and phrases. The final two parts—Part V, The Desire to Achieve: Getting
Motivated, and Part VI, Effective English Speaking Skills in Action—provide the meaning and techniques of selfmotivation, evaluating daily progress, besides giving some memorable speeches delivered by great speakers like Pandit
Jawaharlal Nehru, US Presidents Kennedy and Lincoln, and the civil rights activist, Martin Luther King. The book, written
in an accessible and student-friendly manner, is meant for anyone who possesses a fair amount of English speaking
skills but wishes to further enhance those skills. Undergraduate students of different disciplines and even plus two
students should find the book quite useful and interesting. As acquiring communication skills is a must in today’s
extremely competitive world, this book would do wonders to the student as well as the lay reader.
Product Dimensions: 8.4 x 5.6 x 0.4 inches
This well-established and highly successful book, now in its Second Edition, builds on the strength of the previous
edition, retaining many of the topics and incorporating some new topics in consonance with the present-day needs. The
accompanying CD contains all the attributes of a good speech—proper stress, intonation and correct pronunciation—to
enable better compre-hension of the topics. Some of the conversations and Words Often Mispronounced are also
included in the CD to emphasize on the correctness of learning and enrich the learners in language skills. Primarily
intended for students and learners who wish to enhance their spoken English skills, this book will be useful also for those
who have long-felt need to communicate in English. It has all the rich ingredients to facilitate the learners talk effectively
and confidently: ? About 50 real-life conversations to improve one’s speech ? Extensive list of vocabulary to aid in group
discussions ? Several useful language tips to pursue the global quest for personal and academic excellence NEW TO
THIS EDITION ? Discusses the need of the body language ? Gives dos and don’ts for an effective communicator ?
Provides a list of a few non-verbal behaviours and their universal interpretation KEY FEATURES ? Application of idioms
for effective and creative speaking ? Learning of expressions and phrases for better practical presentation ? Numerous
word meanings to clarify doubts ? Grammar and usage in almost all the chapters to grasp the correct syntax ? Activity to
instill confidence in public speaking
In today's competitive world, Spoken English is considered as a passport for success in life. The craze for learning
spoken English has led to the growth of coaching institutes all over the country. Much as they may profess and advertise,
it is not really possible to learn any language in 30 days. A person who genuinely wants to learn the language needs to
spend two to three hours every day for at least five or six months before he or she would feel confident to communicate
in English. The prime objective of this book is to encourage students to learn English as a tool of communication and to
enable them to understand the language thoroughly. The book basically takes off from the learner's point of view and
guides them through cooperative learning methods in order to help master the effective communication skills in
English.The book has been divided into four convenient units of Grammar, Pronunciation, Conversation and Vocabulary.
Each chapter covers one main area of learning English - explained with examples. Carefully selected and graded
exercises have also been included throughout the book to give readers ample practice and a complete understanding of
the subject. In short, the book follows the modern functional approach to the study of English. So readers, it is definitely a
one-stop solution for speaking English!
First published in 1996. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
A legendary language learning course undoubtedly! Rapidex English Speaking Course is the only speaking course of its
kind whose features can be described in superlative degree only. It has already benefited millions of readers across the
country. Experts have unanimously declared it as the best self-study course. Perhaps that is the reason that for over 15
years it has constantly been on the top of the best sellers list in the market.What is the secret of its great popularity?
Maybe, a no-nonsense down-to-earth approach and a very scientific methodology that takes into its account the special
requirements of Indian learners. In any case it is not just an another crash course that begins with a bang but ends with a
whimper. Rather its contents and subject matters have been specially designed to help a common man achieve
maximum command on the language in a very short time. The most important part of this self-study course is confidence
building measures because it has been found from the long experience that biggest problem in the path of fluently
speaking a foreign language is hesitation, that arises out of lack of confidence. Many people, who have good command
over the language and are well are of its grammar and composition, can't speak the language fluently. Why? The answer
is simple. While speaking they try to construct a sentence in their mother language and do the mental translation before
uttering a single line. This creates not only confusion but utter chaos in their mind. As a result they feel great hesitation to
speak simple sentences. In some cases, however, the problem is more complex, as they lack the basic knowledge of the
English language. Rapidex English Speaking Course takes care of both the cases.So, what are you waiting for? Go
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ahead and discover the secret of fluency in English speaking. Explore and develop your hidden potential and face the
world with a new-found confidence and smartness. Only the sky should be your limit. No matter which language you
know or speak, be it Hindi, Marathi, Gujarati, Tamil, Telegu, Assami, Oriya, Kannad, Punjabi, Bengali, Nepali or Urdu,
with the help of this book English will no more be a foreign language for you. A must for every Indian home.
#v&spublishers
For the many categories of EFL teachers throughout the world, this book examines the main principles which concern
them. By drawing upon their experience the authors have indicated a modern and practical approach.
Specially written for 6- to 9-year-olds, this dictionary includes 800 words organized into 50 topics and comes complete
with songs and chants by Carolyn Graham. Themes are selected to appeal to this age range and two CDs include all the
vocabulary, mini-dialogues and songs/chants.
Why English is very important in our life? English language plays a significant role in everyone's life. The English
language is among the leading languages in terms of usage all over the world. The usage of English has become
common in all sectors like Education, Medical, Media, and Business so on. Reasons why English is so important: It's the
most commonly spoken language in the world. It's the language of international business. It's easy to learn. It helps you
understand some other languages. You can say things in a hundred different ways. It's really flexible. It's the language of
the internet. Reasons why you should learn to speak in English? English communication increases income English skills
get more respect English gets you more knowledge English makes travel easier Biggest movies and books are in English
Knowledge of English helps make friends English communication gives power & influence English helps the world know
our culture English helps us innovate better English skills are our national advantage
Everyday Vocabulary by Arihant book has been designed with an aim of helping the students improve their vocabulary,
as good vocabulary strengthens the writing & speaking skills.The present book contains more than 6100 such words that
are used in day-to-day life for conversation. The book provides an easy approach to pronunciation & meanings of
frequently used English words. The book covers English Alphabet and Ordinals, Numerals, Words Used in Daily Routine,
Name of Parts of the Body, Name of Relations, Name of Ornaments & Jewels, Name of Animals, Name of Birds, Name
of Some Reptiles, Water Living Creatures, Worms & Insects, Domestic Articles, Homes & Abodes, Name of Musical
Instruments, Name of Minerals, Young Ones of Animals & Birds, Cries of Creatures, Clothes, Dresses, Wearing
Apparels, Terms Used in Sports & Games, Names of Directions, Names of Planets in our Solar System, Name of Colors,
Name of Medical Sciences & Medicines, Terms Used in Post & Telegraph Department, etc.This book will help in
improving your writing & speaking skills.
PLEASE NOTE - this is a replica of the print book and you will need paper and a pencil to complete the exercises.
Welcome to the most exciting English language learner around! The ultimate self-study course is easy to use, quick to
learn and works at an advanced level with real depth and detail. Level 4 guarantees an engaging and entertaining
experience for adults already accomplished at learning English as a foreign language. This advanced course targets
experienced English speakers looking to hone their existing skills. Learn English at the highest level by reinforcing key
language skills, grammar rules, and vocabulary with listening, speaking, reading, and writing exercises. At this level the
content is more challenging, covering subjects such as family life, business, and news, and media. English for Everyone
Course Book Level 4 Advanced covers the major global English-language exams, including TOEFL and IELTS. This
book is part of DK's best-selling English for Everyone series, which is suitable for all levels of English language learners
and provides the perfect reading companion for study, exams, work, or travel. With audio material available on the
accompanying website and Android/iOS apps bringing vital experience of spoken English, there has never been a better
time to learn English.
Are you frustrated with your English study? You want to speak English. Instead, you are taught to write English
sentences and memorize grammar rules. There is a better way. The best way for you to learn a language is to speak it.
Therefore, the author of SPOKEN ENGLISH LEARNED QUICKLY developed a method so that you can learn English by
speaking it even when you do not yet know the language. Two U.S. patent applications have been filed on the method.
This new method allows even the beginning student to speak grammatically correct English for two or more hours each
day. The Fluency Builder Course provides enough audiotape material for nine months of spoken English study. Through
repeating grammatically correct English sentences, you will quickly learn to speak fluently. The course emphasizes
correct use of the English verb. SPOKEN ENGLISH LEARNED QUICKLY uses neither beginning nor advanced levels of
study - all students use the same course, and are immediately immersed in normal, spoken English. This is a self-taught
course for highly motivated students. Fluency is achieved at almost twice the rate attainable with typical ESL courses.
www.spokenli.com gives two free demonstration lessons.
Effortless English: Learn To Speak English Like A Native A.J. HOGE, THE WORLD'S #1 ENGLISH TEACHER, teaches
you his most powerful methods for learning to speak English fluently and confidently. Famous for training corporate and
government leaders, A.J. Hoge gives you a step by step program teaching you the system that will help you master
English and achieve ultimate success with English. You have studied English for years and yet you still do not speak
well. When you speak English, you make grammar mistakes. Your pronunciation is not clear. Worst of all, you feel
nervous and shy when you try to speak English. You read English well, but after all these years you still cannot speak
well. The good news is, it's not your fault. You have simply used old ineffective methods. Effortless English will teach you
a completely new way to learn English faster. Effortless English will..... *Teach you how to overcome nervousness,
shyness, and fear when speaking English. *Master spoken English grammar quickly and naturally *Teach you how to
improve your English pronunciation and develop an American, British, or Australian accent. *Show you how to achieve a
high TOEFL, IELTS, or TOEIC score. *Help you learn vocabulary 4-5 times faster. *Tell you how to feel stronger, calmer,
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and more powerful when speaking English. *Teach you how to understand native speakers and communicate clearly with
them during real conversations. *Help you get better jobs by learning business English. *Teach you how to learn
grammar without memorizing grammar rules. "You have studied English many years, yet you still do not speak well. You
read English but you feel nervous and frustrated when speaking. It is time for a change. I will teach you to speak English
quickly, easily, and automatically using my Effortless English System (TM). I will teach you to speak with correct grammar
and excellent pronunciation. You can achieve success now simply by changing the way you learn English." --A.J. Hoge
Create, Converse, Connect – Speak Well. Liz O'Brien teaches students that to speak well is to speak responsibly,
confidently, and authentically--to create well-researched and constructed speeches, and to converse, and connect with
their audience. Through Speak Well's listener-centered approach to public speaking, one in which the speaker engages
in a vibrant conversation with listeners rather than giving a static performance, students learn that their primary purpose
as speakers is to communicate ideas. The result is reduced student anxiety about speech delivery, increased selfassurance, and more authentic, successful speeches. In an easy-to-use handbook format, Speak Well guides students
through the many choices that speakers must make when crafting and supporting a message, while a series of
interactive speech preparation tools and an McGraw-Hill's proven adaptive learning system, LearnSmart, helps them
master key course concepts, practice, build confidence, and achieve success in public speaking.
Discover the Life-Changing Strategy of This Worldwide Bestseller in 17 Languages! UPDATED: Includes the best habit
tracking apps of 2017. Lasting Change For Early Quitters, Burnouts, The Unmotivated, And Everyone Else Too When I
decided to start exercising consistently 10 years ago, this is what actually happened: I tried "getting motivated." It worked
sometimes.I tried setting audacious big goals. I almost always failed them.I tried to make changes last. They didn't. Like
most people who try to change and fail, I assumed that I was the problem. Then one afternoon--after another failed
attempt to get motivated to exercise--I (accidentally) started my first mini habit. I initially committed to do one push-up,
and it turned into a full workout. I was shocked. This "stupid idea" wasn't supposed to work. I was shocked again when
my success with this strategy continued for months (and to this day). I had to consider that maybe I wasn't the problem in
those 10 years of mediocre results. Maybe it was my prior strategies that were ineffective, despite being oft-repeated as
"the way to change" in countless books and blogs. My suspicions were correct. Is There A Scientific Explanation For
This? As I sought understanding, I found a plethora of scientific studies that had answers, with nobody to interpret them
correctly. Based on the science--which you'll find peppered throughout Mini Habits--we've been doing it all wrong. You
can succeed without the guilt, intimidation, and repeated failure associated with such strategies as "getting motivated,"
New Year's Resolutions, or even "just doing it." In fact, you need to stop using those strategies if they aren't giving you
great results. Most popular strategies don't work well because they require you to fight against your subconscious brain
(a fight not easily won). It's only when you start playing by your brain's rules and taking your human limitations
seriously--as mini habits show you how to do--that you can achieve lasting change. What's A Mini Habit? A mini habit is a
very small positive behavior that you force yourself to do every day; its "too small to fail" nature makes it weightless,
deceptively powerful, and a superior habit-building strategy. You will have no choice but to believe in yourself when
you're always moving forward. The barrier to the first step is so low that even depressed or "stuck" people can find early
success and begin to reverse their lives right away. And if you think one push-up a day is too small to matter, I've got one
heck of a story for you! Aim For The First Step They say when you aim for the moon, you'll land among the stars. Well,
that doesn't make sense, as the moon is closer than the stars. I digress. The message is that you should aim very high
and even if you fall short, you'll still get somewhere. I've found the opposite to be true in regards to productivity and
healthy behaviors. When you aim for the moon, you won't do anything because it's too far away. But when you aim for
the step in front of you, you might keep going and reach the moon. I've used the Mini Habits strategy to get into the best
shape of my life, read 10x more books, and write 4x as many words. It started from requiring one push-up from myself
every day. How ridiculous is that? Not so ridiculous when you consider the science of the brain, habits, and willpower.
The Mini Habits system works because it's how our brains are designed to change. Note: This book isn't for eliminating
bad habits (some principles could be useful for breaking habits). Mini Habits is a strategy to create permanent healthy
habits in: exercise, writing, reading, thinking positively, meditating, drinking water, eating healthy foods, etc. Lasting
change won't happen until you take that first step into a strategy that works. Give Mini Habits a try. You won't look back.
The book serves as a complete guide and elaborately explains the different usages of nouns, adjectives, adverbs,
phrases, proverbs and so on. Hence, it will undoubtedly serve as a bible for both the lovers and wizards of English
language. #v&spublishers
To understand and make the practical use of the grammatical rules is a challenge poised at various competitive exams.
Students preparing for various competitive exams need elucidated grammar rules that are explained in a very easy and
understandable language. Practical English Grammar & Composition is the hand book and an easy guide to learn
English aimed at learning and improving knowledge of grammar and its applicability. In order to make the students
conversant with the practical applicability of the grammar rules, sentences depicting the right usage are also given after
the rules. A number of solved exercises are also given after the chapters that enable the students test their acquired
knowledge. Word Powers section is a unique feature of the book that will play a crucial role in making the students ready
to face the competitions ahead. Table of ContentTo understand and make the practical use of the grammatical rules is a
challenge poised at various competitive exams. Students preparing for various competitive exams need elucidated
grammar rules that are explained in a very easy and understandable language. Practical English Grammar &
Composition is the hand book and an easy guide to learn English aimed at learning and improving knowledge of
grammar and its applicability. In order to make the students conversant with the practical applicability of the grammar
rules, sentences depicting the right usage are also given after the rules.
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Today English has almost become indispensable in India and abroad, as it is considered to be a standard, international
language of communication across the globe. Hence, learning this language has become a necessity, irrespective of
one's age, sex, colour or race.English Grammar And Usage is an altogether different and unique book for understanding
and learning the language easily and quickly by writing and speaking innumerable readymade sentences given in the
book on each topic of Grammar, without actually studying English Grammar in detail and without the help of one's own
mother tongue. There are different types of Sentence Structures available in the book in the easiest possible forms that
make it very user-friendly and interesting for readers of all age groups, especially the student section, who wish to know
the language correctly and thoroughly.The book is a result of insistent and practical research of around18 years by the
author, when he was in the Solomon Public School accompanied by a number of teachers at various levels, and
compiled together as one comprehensive book. Read on to find more...
This Book has comprehensive General Knowledge about West Bengal for the Candidates of Carious Competitive Exams
Sharpen your French grammar with skill-building exercises If you want to be proficient in French, you eventually have to
clear the bothersome hurdle of grammar. The best way to conquer this obstacle is through hands-on experience.
Covering all facets of French grammar--from prepositions and pronouns to verbal forms and tenses--French Grammar
Drills helps you learn often-perplexing topics with fun and engaging exercises. This comprehensive book features: More
than 150 exercises that demonstrate how the French grammar system works as well as review exercises to reinforce
your learning An answer key to give you immediate clarification on any concept o Quick reviews bring you up to speed on
grammar Topics include: Indefinite and definite articles * Demonstrative adjectives * Possessive pronouns * Conjunctions
* Imparfait and passé composé * Verbal expressions and idioms * and more
This dictionary contains more than 12,000 entries, related phrases, idioms, derivatives and words with irregular forms,
and more than 300 illustrations. Like our other Bilingual Dictionaries, this has been specially compiled for learners of
English, teachers, translators and general readers. * Includes helpful and detailed notes in Odia on English grammar and
usage.* The Odia translation is simple and reflects the current usage of the language.* Provides accurate pronunciation
in English.* Contains useful appendices on numbers, Roman numerals, fractions and decimals, mathematical
expressions and temperatures. * Provides cross references and picture references for vocabulary building.* Gives variant
and alternative spellings.
In today's competitive world, Spoken English is considered as a passport for success in life. The craze for learning
spoken English has led to the growth of coaching institutes all over the country. Much as they may profess and advertise,
it is not really possible to learn any language in 30 days. A person who genuinely wants to learn the language needs to
spend two to three hours every day for at least five or six months before he or she would feel confident to communicate
in English. The prime objective of this book is to encourage students to learn English as a tool of communication and to
enable them to understand the language thoroughly. The book basically takes off from the learner's point of view and
guides them through cooperative learning methods in order to help master the effective communication skills in
English.The book has been divided into four convenient units of Grammar, Pronunciation, Conversation and Vocabulary.
Each chapter covers one main area of learning English - explained with examples. Carefully selected and graded
exercises have also been included throughout the book to give readers ample practice and a complete understanding of
the subject. In short, the book follows the modern functional approach to the study of English. So readers, it is definitely a
one-stop solution for speaking English! #v&spublishers
Prastut Pustak me batchit sambandhit vakyo ko padhkar aap Bangla bhasha ka prayog Bazaar, Bus Stand, Office aadi
jagho par asani se kar sakte hai. Yeh pustak un logo ko dhyan me rakhakar likhi gai hai jo hindi se Bangla bhasha sikhne
ke ichchhuk hai. Bangla ke kai vidvano tatha manovaigyaniko se pramarsh ke pashchat is pustak ka sankalan kiya gya
hai. Pathako ki suvidha ke liye is pustak ko kul panch khando me bata gya hai. Pustak ke saath Audio CD sanlagan hai
jiska upyog kar aap saraltapurvak Banglabol sakte hai.Pustak ke kuch pramukh ansh.Bangla vyakaran se sambandhit
Prayawachi Shabd, Vilom Shabd tatha Lokpriya Muhavaro ka prayog, Mahtvapuran Shabdavali me sharir ke vibhinn ang,
aatmiy rishtedaron se sambandhit shabd, Khaad Samgri, Rog, Kide-Makodo, Janvaro ke Naam, Fal, Sabji tatha Vibhinn
Dhatuo ke bare me jaankari di gai hai.Pustak me Kya, Kyon, Kuon, Kaise aadi shabdo ka prayog Bazaar, Bank,
Daakghar, Railway Station, Bus Stand, Restaurant aadi jagho par kis prakar Bangla bhasha me batchit kare iski vistrit
jankari bhi di gai hai.Aavedan patra, Abhinandan patra, Mitra ko patra, Pustako ke liye Order kis prakar likhe iska bhi
udaharan pustak ke antim khand me nihit hai.Pathako se anurodh hai ki Bangla sikhne ke liye is pustak me diye gaye
batchit ke ansho ko pratidin avashaya padhe.
This "English Speaking Course in Hindi by Mebad" book is written for Hindi speakers who want to learn spoken English
through Hindi.In this Hindi to English Speaking Course, we have used the same technique that a child uses to learn his
native language. It is so easy to learn English speaking through this course that any person that speaks Hindi can learn
spoken English. In this spoken English course, you will get daily use English sentences with Hindi translation that can be
used in daily life conversation.?? ?? ?? ???????? ????? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ?? tense, grammar ?? word meaning ?? ???
???? ???? ??| Tenses ??? ?? ??, Grammar ?? ?? ?? word meaning ??? ?? ?? ?? ??? ???????? ????? ??? ?????| ??
tenses, English grammar ?? ???? ?? vocabulary ??? ???? ?? ??? ?? ?? ??????? ??? ??? ???? ?? ???? ?? | ??? ????? ?
??????? ???????? ????? ?? ?? ????? ??? ???? ?? | ??? ???? ??? ?????? ?????? ????? ??? | ?? ????? ????? ????? ??|
???? ???? ??? ????? ?? tenses ??? ????? ???? ??? ????? ?? grammar ?? rule ??? ???? ?? ??? ????? ?? Word meaning
??? ??| ???? ??????? ?? ?? ???? ???? ???? ????| ?? ??? ?? ????? ????? ???? ??? ???? ??? ??????? ???? ???? ????? ??
??? ?????| ?? ????? ????? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ??? ???? ???? ?? ????? ?? tenses ??? ???? ?? ????? ?? grammar ??? ?????
????? ?? ??????? ?? ??? ??? ?? ?? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? tenses ??? ???? grammar ?? ??, English vocabulary ??? ?? ??
????? ?????| English ????? ????? ?? ??? ??? ???? ???? ???? ????? sentences ?? english ??? ????? ?? practice ????
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????? ????? ??? ???? ???? ?????? ??? ?? ??? ????? ???? ???? ????????? ????? ??| ???? ??????? ?? ????? ????????
????? ???? ?? ?? ???????????? ?? ????? ????? ????? ???? ??| ?? ????? ???? ???? ?? ?? ???? ?? ??? ?? ??? ???? ?????
??? ???? ???? ???? sentences ????? ???? ?? ??????? ????? ????? ???? ?? ??? ???? ???? ?? ????? ?? practice ???? ????
?? ?? ??? ????? ??? ?? ???? ?? ??? ?? ???? ?? ?????? ??? ??? ?? ?? ???? ?? ????? ???? ?? ?? ??? ?? ???? ?? ????? ??
????? ???? ?? ?? ??? ?????? ??? ?? ???? ???? ??? ?????????? ??? ???? ???? ??? ?? course ??? ?? ?? ??? ?????
????????? | ?? ??? ??? sentences ?? english ??? ????? ??????? ?? ?? ???? daily life ??? ????? ??? |English ????? ?? ???
structure ????? ????? ?????? ???? ??????? ??? ???? ?? ?? ???? ??? ??? ??? ?? ?? ???? ????? ?????? My name is Kamal.
?? ????? ?? ??????? ??? ????? ???? ?? ??????? ?? ?? ??? ?? structure ???? sentence ???? daily life ??? ????? ???? ?? ??
????? ???? ???? ?? ??? ??? ???? ???? ?? ?? ????? ?? ????
A legendary language learning course undoubtedly! Rapidex English Speaking Course is the only speaking course of its
kind whose features can be described in superlative degree only. It has already benefited millions of readers across the
country. Experts have unanimously declared it as the best self-study course. Perhaps that is the reason that for over 15
years it has constantly been on the top of the best sellers list in the market.What is the secret of its great popularity?
Maybe, a no-nonsense down-to-earth approach and a very scientific methodology that takes into its account the special
requirements of Indian learners. In any case it is not just an another crash course that begins with a bang but ends with a
whimper. Rather its contents and subject matters have been specially designed to help a common man achieve
maximum command on the language in a very short time. The most important part of this self-study course is confidence
building measures because it has been found from the long experience that biggest problem in the path of fluently
speaking a foreign language is hesitation, that arises out of lack of confidence. Many people, who have good command
over the language and are well are of its grammar and composition, can't speak the language fluently. Why? The answer
is simple. While speaking they try to construct a sentence in their mother language and do the mental translation before
uttering a single line. This creates not only confusion but utter chaos in their mind. As a result they feel great hesitation to
speak simple sentences. In some cases, however, the problem is more complex, as they lack the basic knowledge of the
English language. Rapidex English Speaking Course takes care of both the cases.So, what are you waiting for? Go
ahead and discover the secret of fluency in English speaking. Explore and develop your hidden potential and face the
world with a new-found confidence and smartness. Only the sky should be your limit. No matter which language you
know or speak, be it Hindi, Marathi, Gujarati, Tamil, Telegu, Assami, Oriya, Kannad, Punjabi, Bengali, Nepali or Urdu,
with the help of this book English will no more be a foreign language for you. A must for every Indian home.
For those who find learning a new language daunting, the Teach Yourself Beginner's Language Series is just what the
language teacher ordered. Each friendly and practical course introduces the new language without overwhelming the
learner and includes: Lively dialogues and exercises A helpful pronunciation section Manageable lists of practical
vocabulary A glossary of grammar terms Hints on how to make learning easy Fascinating language and cultural
information Accompanying dialogue recordings on CD
1. ‘Objective General English’ help in revising & preparing the concepts of English of many competitive exams 2. It is
divided into four parts; 3. This book thoroughly covers the General English section asked in a number of examinations 4.
Preparation booster for various competitive examinations like Bank, NDA, CDS, SSC, MBA, MCA,UPSC, B.Ed. Exams,
etc Being the global language English, it has become more than necessary for you to be affluent in the English
Language. Whether you are studying, Working or preparing for an examination, almost all the competitive exams today
are incomplete without test of English language. Arihant’s “Objective General English” has been most preferred choice
of students for preparing Objective English Questions for Competitive Examination presenting New, and Revised edition
of Objective General English, that has been designed with a new approach to fundamental concepts and changing
pattern of Competitive exams. It divides the entire syllabus in 4 categories which are further segregated into Units and
Chapters. Each chapter comprehensively contains short synopsis, detailed description of important rule for the concept
building in grammar. Revision exercises, Exam Practice and Answers are carried after every chapter that sets a perfect
idea about the question pattern and how to deal with issues arises during examination. Apart from covering all the
concepts of grammar, this book exhibits tricks & techniques to solve various types of questions. TOC Part A: Foundation
Module, Part B: Verbal Ability, Part C: Sequence of Sentences, Objective Comprehensive, Part D: Practical Grammar.
RAPIDEX ENGLISH SPEAKING COURSE (Telugu) (With CD)V&S Publishers
Presents a collection of commonly used American proverbs.
A practical step-by-step introduction to the analysis of English grammar, taking an integrated approach to function and
structure.
India is a vast country of continental size. Despite increasing literacy, English continues to be the link language for want
of acceptable language within the country. However, Hindi still remains the language of the masses, spoken by more
than half the population and understood by nearly three-fourths. Although Hindi is taught in school syllabi, its purpose is
purely academic that hardly serves to promote national unity through ease in conversation. Understanding this need in
filling this disjointed gap, V&S Publishers has taken the first fledging step by deciding to bring out a conversational Indian
Language series, beginning with Telugu-to-Hindi module, in the name of "e;sampurna vyakaran sahit........"e;After years
of research and hard work and supported by knowledgeable persons of literary taste, we have come out with this unique
volume that is significantly different from all the other language learning courses out there. The major difference: this
module format also provides the basics of grammar which are absent from all the other titles in the market. These basics
of grammar not only provide knowledge base of the language, but also enable an individual to learn the language while
speaking it.
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